
Our growing company is hiring for a poker dealer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for poker dealer

Maintains thorough knowledge of all aspects of the games dealt
Verify beginning and ending chip and money balances and confirms
supporting documentation
Maximizes Poker game revenue by distributing cards, facilitating wagers,
performing cash and chip transactions from the table bank, and maintaining
impress bank according to established procedures
Communicates all pertinent information to Poker Floor Supervisor and the
Poker Shift Manager as stipulated in departmental policies and procedures
Provides guests with an enjoyable and entertaining atmosphere by
welcoming and treating guests in a friendly and courteous manner, providing
guests with assistance and information as needed, and thanking guests for
playing
Maintains adequate supply of poker chips by refilling poker table banks,
selling chips to guests upon request
While working as a brush, coordinates Poker room seating by greeting
guests, collecting cell phone numbers to notify players of availability of
requested games, recording appropriate information on poker board, and
notifying Floor Managers of table changes and seat lock-ups
Maintains the integrity of card control policy by properly suiting cards,
checking for defects, matching cards, replacing cards as needed, and
contacting surveillance and the casino cage as directed
Dealer School begins 1/15 and is 5 weeks long
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Qualifications for poker dealer

Ability to calculate mathematical equations adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing without a calculator or paper
Applicants must successfully pass a group interview and complete a math test
Once class is complete, applicants must pass an audition displaying adequate
Poker skills
Successful completion of Poker School required
All Poker Room Employees must “greet” our guests
All Poker Room Employees must “serve’ our guests


